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INTRODUCTION

Methyl cellulose (MC) is widely recognized as one of the
most prominent cellulose ethers employed in the commercial
applications. It is the simplest derivative of cellulose, where
hydroxyls groups of anhydro-D-glucose units are partially
substituted by methyl groups (–CH3) at C-2, C-3 and/or C-6
positions (Fig. 1) [1] and contains 27.5-31.5% of methoxy
groups [2]. Unlike cellulose, methyl cellulose is soluble in
water. Hydrogen bonding interaction between the -OH groups
of cellulose molecule results in a highly ordered and crystalline
cellulose structure that prevents water molecules from entering
into it [3]. When these hydrogen bond forming –OH groups
are replaced by the methoxy groups in methyl cellulose then
the ordered crystalline structure is destroyed, which allow water
molecules to penetrate the methyl cellulose structure and there-
fore interact to the hydrophilic side chains by electrostatic force
[4]. Due to non-polar nature of methyl groups, water solubility
of methyl cellulose eventually reduces by a rise in the value of
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Fig. 1. Repeating unit of methylcellulose: –OH or –OCH3 at 2, 3 and 6
positions of the anhydro-D-glucose

degree of substitution (DS). The DS value in between 0 to 3 is
appropriate for methyl cellulose to become soluble in water
or organic solvent [1]. Methyl cellulose with DS in the range of
1.4 to 2.5 is soluble in water and when it exceeds 2.5, it become
soluble in various organic solvents in addition to water [5].
Aqueous solution of methyl cellulose at a critical concentration
has the property to construct a stable physically cross-linked
hydrogel under temperature stimuli [6]. The occurrence of this
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physical cross linking is due to the development of hydrophobic
zones at higher temperature [7-9]. The gelation mechanism is
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing indicating gel formation of methyl cellulose are
taking place via the hydrophobic effective units

This thermo-reversible gelation nature of MC has made
this polysaccharide a smart biomaterial. In most of the bio-
medical application of methyl cellulose based in situ hydrogel,
its gelation temperature is tuned to near physiological temper-
ature and used it as a stimulus to trigger their activity. In
particular, in situ gel formulations are fabricated to initiate the
gelation upon injection or instillation into human body during
drug delivery and tissue engineering applications, whereas in
case of bioprinting applications, it is required to heat the bioink
(i.e., methyl cellulose hydrogel loaded with cells) near 37 ºC
to achieve the sol-gel transition. Moreover, smart culture surfaces
are developed by taking advantage of the sol-gel transformation
of methyl cellulose near 37 ºC, which enables a specific cell
adhesion and expulsion on their surface [10].

Methyl cellulose is considered to be an attractive material
for drug delivery and tissue engineering application due to its
capability to support in cell regeneration and also due to its
approval by the Food and Drug Administration (USA) [1,11].
However, poor gel structure caused by the inadequate mech-
anical strength of physically cross-linked methyl cellulose and
the higher gelation temperature (50-70 ºC) of pure methyl
cellulose solution beyond the physiological temperature (37
ºC) render it unsuited as injectable product for in vivo gelation
in biomedical applications. According to different studies, gel
forming temperature of methyl cellulose is significantly influ-
enced by different salts [12-14]. By adding metal salts, the
gelation temperature of methyl cellulose is lowered as a conse-
quence of alteration of water structure by salting out effect
[15]. When salt is introduced to aqueous solution of methyl
cellulose, the water molecules will cluster around the salt and
thus inhibit the intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction
between water molecules and the hydroxyl groups of methyl
cellulose. This may result in an increase in the interaction
between hydrophobic zone of methyl cellulose molecules and
a reduction in the gelation temperature of methyl cellulose
[16]. The gelation temperature is reduced to a more suitable
level (i.e. to below body temperature) by the addition of metal

salts, citrate, sugars like sucrose, fructose, sorbitol and glycerol
[16-24].

Another crucial tactic for enhancing the thermogelation
capabilities of the methyl cellulose gel and so expanding its
application range is to combine it with other natural or synthetic
polymers. In this review, three main families of applications
of methyl cellulose based in situ hydrogel are discussed, (i) in
situ gelling system for controlled drug delivery; (ii) fabrication
of injectable scaffolds and cell sheet for tissue engineering
application; and lastly (iii) developing methyl cellulose based
bioink for 3D bioprinting by applying in situ thermogelation
property of methyl cellulose.

Methyl cellulose based in situ gel for controlled drug
delivery application: Numerous studies have proved that
methyl cellulose-based in situ hydrogel system may perform
extremely well as a vehicle for controlled drug delivery to get
around many of the challenges associated with traditional drug
delivery systems. Due to in vivo swelling and dissolution,
removal of methyl cellulose gel is not crucial after entire drug
release [11]. Methyl cellulose is used as sustained drug delivery
vehicle for its thermogelation and adhesion property as well
as its ability to enhance viscosity [25,26]. The gel forming
temperature of drug loaded methyl cellulose based in situ gel
formulations are adjusted in such a manner that it can maintain
fluid state while being applied to the human body, making it
simple to use and administer but upon instillation into intended
spot, it can readily transforms to semi-solid gel in situ. In situ
gel formation is triggered by stimulation to the physiological
circumstances of pH 7.4 and at 37 ºC in the body. Such systems
will reside in the human body for an increased period, which
enables them to reserve any incorporated drug for extended
period of time. Hence, drug release occurs in sustained manner
and long lasting effect of drug can be accomplished which
limit systemic absorption, lower the requirement for repeated
drug administration and promote improved patient compliance
[27]. Sustain drug release is achieved because of cross linked
gel network, higher viscosity and better gel strength of in situ
gel, which resist diffusion of drug through the gel matrix [28-
30]. Combining methyl cellulose with other stimuli responsive
polymers has been found to enhance the gelling capabilities,
reduce overall polymer content and bring the gelation temper-
ature closer to body temperature. Methyl cellulose based in situ
hydrogel has been applied in the following route to achieve
controlled drug release rate.

Ophthalmic drug delivery: One of the most exciting
challenges that pharmaceutical scientists have been dealing
with recently is ocular drug delivery. Conventional ophthalmic
formulations like eye drops face several difficulties during insti-
llation due to lacrimal secretion and nasolacrimal drainage. This
causes the drug to be drained quickly in precorneal part, which
recognizes the need for repeated drug instillation to get the
intended therapeutic effect [30,31]. In the realm of ophthalmo-
logy, in situ gelling systems exist as sol before being applied,
but change to a gel once applied to the eye surface. In situ gel-
based drug delivery vehicle appear to be a promising candidate
to extend the drug residence period and improve drug penetration
into the surface of eye. Because of its high biocompatibility
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[32,33], methyl cellulose is employed to develop ophthalmic
formulations. The application of methyl cellulose-based solution
for dry eye issues was patented by Haddad & Loucas [34]. To
get longest possible precorneal retention period of ofloxacine,
Ahuja et al. [35] utilized methyl cellulose as thickening agent.
A methylcellulose, polypropylene glycol and citric acid cont-
aining in situ gel based ophthalmic vehicle is commercialized
in Japan as trade name RysmonR TG for long term impact of
timolol maleate [36-38]. By blending methyl cellulose with
carbopol, Kumar et al. [39] have designed an in situ gel-based
formulation that can be utilized to deliver ocular drugs. A stable
gel was created by combining 1.5% methyl cellulose and 0.3%
carbopol. This gel exhibited a regulated drug release, with a
duration of 10-12 h and the release mechanism involved both
diffusion and dissolution processes. According to Deardorff
& Mueller [40], methyl cellulose does not cause any ocular
damage or discomfort and utilized 1% methyl cellulose for
formulating ophthalmic solution. Bain et al. [18,22,30,41]
developed a series of 1% methyl cellulose based ophthalmic
in situ gel formulation by blending it with fructose-salt mixture,
PEG-salt mixture and PVA-salt mixture to optimize gelation
temperature and improve gel quality. They proved that all these
formulations were very effective at extending the release period
of ketorolac tromethamine. El-Kamel et al. [25] combined diffe-
rent derivatives of cellulose as theckning agent with poloxamer
407 to construct ophthalmic formulation. They have demonstrated
that 3% methyl cellulose containing formulation with highly
viscous gelation property was capable of releasing timolol mal-
eate at slowest rate in comparison to other cellulose derivative-
poloxamer 407 based formulations. Dewan et al. [26] demons-
trated that higher molecular weight methyl cellulose was signi-
ficantly more successful than lower molecular weight methyl
cellulose at sustaining KT release from methyl cellulose-
poloxamer 407 based ophthalmic formulation due to its greater
capacity to improve viscosity and gel strength.

A methylcellulose based in situ gelling ocular formulation
of pilocarpine hydrochloride had been developed by Bhowmik
et al. [42]. It contains various ratios of i-carrageenan and KCl.
The sol-gel transition temperature of pure methyl cellulose
solution was successfully brought down from 60 ºC to the
physiological temperature range using i-carrageenan and KCl
of specific weight percentages. Each of their designed formu-
lations possess adequate ocular bioavailability, displaying a
useful prolonged drug release feature. For a lengthy residence
period of drug at the ocular surface, Nagai et al. [43] combined
methyl cellulose and tranilast nanoparticles to create an in situ
gel ophthalmic formulation. 0.5 to1.5% of methyl cellulose
solution was capable to enhance the contact time of tranilast
containing gel in the cornea and conjunctiva.

Oral drug delivery: Conventional forms of oral dosage,
like tablets and capsules, are difficult for dysphagic and geriatric
patients to handle and swallow however compliance increases
with viscous liquid preparations since they are typically simple
to swallow [44,45]. However, traditional liquid dosage forms
usually have uncertain bioavailability, mostly due to the unpre-
dictability of gastric emptying time. In situ gelling oral liquid
preparations based on methyl cellulose offer a unique and

intriguing way of achieving prolonged drug release by length-
ening residence duration. Itoh et al. [46] fabricated an oral in
situ gelling sustained drug delivery vehicle for dysphagic patients
by blending methyl cellulose and pectin. Suitable gelling temp-
erature, rheological behaviour and improved long lasting release
behaviour was achieved by properly optimizing the formulations.
The added pectin (containing complexed calcium ions) reduced
the gelation temperature of methyl cellulose solution bellow
physiological range and improved the rheological features of
methyl cellulose in situ gel, which led to a suitably viscous
formulation for the dysphagic patients to swallow. Sufficient
gel rigidity allows the gel formulation to persist in the rat stomach
over 3 h long time period and as a result a prolonged release
of drug was accomplished over this time interval from the methyl
cellulose/pectin formulations. Shimoyama et al. [47] developed
an oral in situ gelling methyl cellulose/alginate formulation
for prolonged delivery of drug to dysphagic patients. Liquid
formulation containing proper composition of methyl cellulose
and alginate were properly viscous for instillation to patients
with dysphagia and it constructed gels in physiological envir-
onment with features of sustained release. Itoh et al. [23] also
developed a methyl cellulose based in situ gel oral drug delivery
formulation in combination with sorbitol. A 25 and 30% of
D-sorbitol was capable to reduce gelation temperature of 1.0 to
2.0% (w/v) methylcellulose solutions near to physiological
range and improve the rigidity of the gel. The gel formulation
consisting of methyl cellulose of 2.0% (w/v) and D-sorbitol
of 25% (w/v) was able to diffuse acetaminophene in vitro over
a period of 6 h and persist gel integrity in the pH between 1.2-
6.8, which is good indication of potential applicability of the
in situ gelling vehicles for the delivery of drugs in sustained
way. Sharma et al. [48] fabricated a methyl cellulose based
oral sustained in situ gel drug delivery vehicle for the same
purpose. The formulation containing methyl cellulose of 1.5
wt.%, sodium alginate of 1.5 wt.%, CaCO3 of 3 wt.%, NaCl of
2% and polyethylene glycol of 0.05% undergo gelation in
rabbit stomach and diffusion of paracetamol from the gel takes
place in more sustained way in comparison to the market
accessible calpol® suspension having similar paracetamol dose.
Addition of methyl cellulose, sodium chloride and polyethylene
glycol improved the drug retention efficacy of gel. Methyl
cellulose based oral in situ gel solution have additionally been
used in the treatment of periodontitis. With the aim to overcome
poor drug retention property and prevent pain during implan-
tation of inserts, temperature responsive in situ gelling drug
delivery vehicle have been offered as a suitable alternative for
local intra-pocket delivery of drug [49]. For the treatment of
periodontitis, Boonrat et al. [50] examined the use of mucoad-
hesive in situ gel by combining various proportion of pluronic
F127 and methyl cellulose and proved that their designed gel
formulation might have benificial effect for the recovery of
periodontitis by controlling the release rate. Methyl cellulose
improved the gelation property of pluronic gel by its muco-
adhesive and viscosity enhancing property and as a result drug
release was slowed down for prolonged period.

Subcutaneous drug delivery: Drug like insulin is generally
administered in human body through subcutaneous (s.c) path-
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way. Using long-acting insulin dosage through the s.c. route,
the basal insulin level was maintained. To improve poor patient
compliance in parenteral routes, the drug dose frequency must
be reduced and this can be accomplished by regulating insulin
release from the delivery formulation. In case of normal insulin,
it starts acting after 30-60 min and its effect last for 5-8 h. In
situ gel polymers have been proved to be a promising candidate
for the delivery of insulin. Nasir et al. [51] combined pluronic
with methyl cellulose and hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose
(HPMC) to fabricate a vehicle that can be easily administered
into the body as free flowing liquid but readily transform into
a stiff gel inside the body to provide sustained insulin release
over an extended period of time while preserving the therapeutic
plasma level. From the in vitro as well as in vivo study, it was
found that 15 wt.% pluronic F-127 and 3 wt.% methyl cellulose
containing formulation was sufficiently reliable and effective
for prolonging the release of insulin and retaining the normal
level of basal plasma insulin for 10 days. Another thermo-
reversible subcutaneous drug delivery system for diclofenac
sodium was developed by Nasir et al. [52]. They used virgin
poloxamer 407, methyl cellulose, HPMC and PEG as well as
combination of these polymers in various proportion to cons-
truct the thermoresponsive delivery vehicle. According to their
drug delivery data, the researched polymers poloxamer, methyl
cellulose and PEG are promising candidates to prolong the
drug release due to special thermoreversible gelation feature.
The release rate was prolonged by 72 h, when 3 wt.% of methyl
cellulose was added to 15 wt.% of virgin poloxamer solution.

Injectable thermoresponsive gels for local delivery:
Localized drug delivery has drawn a lot of focus recently in
an effort to improve therapeutic effect and reduce undesirable
effects via intravenous, subcutaneous and intramuscular admin-
istration routes. Rangabhatla et al. [53] fabricated an in situ
gel-based formulation of methyl cellulose for targeted etidro-
nate delivery for osteogenesis disease in regulated manner.
Methyl cellulose (4 wt.%) was blended with various concen-
trations of pluronic F127 for the preparation of novel hydrogels
based injectable drug delivery solution. The developed formu-
lation was confirmed to be a viable option for prolonging the
in vitro release of drug for a period longer than 28 days. Here,
methyl cellulose was found to improve the mechanical strength
of pluronic gel extensively and decrease the rate of gel degrad-
ation rendering the gel formulation more useful for functioning
long term osteogenesis drug delivery. Kim et al. [54] developed
an injectable thermoresponsive gel/micelle combined formul-
ation for sustained release of docetaxel locally by blending low
molecular weight methyl cellulose gel with pluronic F127
micelles and docetaxel drug. Gel formation of methyl cellulose
occurred at 15 to 40 ºC in presence of ammonium sulfate salt
and pluronic F127 and gel forming temperature of methyl
cellulose dropped as salt concentration increased. From the
combined formulation, a biphasic release of docetaxel was
observed for more than 35 days and stability of docetaxel was
preserved throughout the release period. Due to the sustained
docetaxel release in the tumor area, the combined formulation
resulted complete eradication of tumor at high injectable dose
of docetaxel with no adverse effects and minimum lethality

caused by toxic effect of docetaxel in compared to free doce-
taxel formulation. Gupta et al. [33] blended methyl cellulose
with hyaluronan to get fast gelling non-cell adhesive, degrad-
able and biocompatible as an injectable intrathecal drug delivery
system for localized release of growth factor. They reported
successively that HAMC did not have an adverse effect on the
spinal cord and improved cell survival of retinal stem cell-derived
rods and neural stem cells.

Methyl cellulose based in situ hydrogel for tissue engin-
eering: The scientific technique of substituting or repairing the
injured tissue or organs that are not performing properly is the
most enthralling invention in biological science. Transplanting
organs is a technology that has been extensively studied, but
its usefulness is limited in practical situation due to lack of organ,
issues regarding immune system and high probability of rejec-
tion [55,56]. Tissue engineering is the most recently developed
technique that may be a successful way out to support the native
cells in healing the lost or damaged organs. For this technique,
a highly biomimetic niche is created by providing an extra-
cellular matrix (ECM), which is designed artificially. The artifi-
cially designed ECM also known as “scaffold” that can carry
cells and growth factors and help the regeneration of native
cells in the damaged area [57]. The scaffold materials [58]
can be attached with living cells and can be inserted into various
tissues in accordance with particular alternative tissues [59].
In order to facilitate the proliferation and differentiation of
seed cells, it is essential to provide a cell scaffold composed
of biomaterials that closely resemble a constructed extracellular
matrix [60]. Because of this, the selection of scaffold materials
is crucial for their biocompatibility and ability to adhere to
cell [61]. Consequently, natural polymers are being used exten-
sively as scaffolds material for tissue engineering. Develop-
ment of injectable scaffold has gained recognition since they
are simple to administer without surgery into the wounded area
by pushing syringe [62]. In order to create injectable scaffolds
for tissue engineering, smart hydrogel, also known as in situ
hydrogel, has received significant scientific attention. Thermo-
sensitive in situ injectable hydrogel systems possess some
intrinsic benefits: (i) they can be inserted through less invasive
technique; (ii) incorporation of drugs and/or cells can be done
by simply blending them prior to injection; (iii) cavities with
irregular shape may be filled, without fabricating custom-shaped
architecture, reducing host tissue scaffold gap and maintaining
continuation of the mechanical forces at the tissue-hydrogel
contact [63,64]; and (iv) mechanical characteristics are comp-
arable to those of soft tissue [65].

Methyl cellulose is proved to be biocompatible and extensive
research has been performed on its gelling behaviour [9,14,16,
32,33]. It is injectable in vivo using a regular syringe at ambient
temperature [66,67]. The proper crosslinking kinetics plays
an important role when any hydrogel materials are being eval-
uated for tissue engineering. From one side, gelation should
occur quite slowly to prevent gel formation before a full injec-
tion is pushed to completely fill the injure side, yet, it should
nonetheless move quickly enough to avoid it from straying
from the intended place. Analyzing the crosslinking kinetics,
the rheological and biological properties as well as cytotoxicity,
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it was proved that methyl cellulose hydrogel is much relevant
as tissue engineering scaffold [8]. Methyl cellulose based hydro-
gels are extensively studied as a scaffolding substance for skin,
muscle, bone, cartilage, blood vessels and neural system tissue
engineering. Methyl cellulose has also been proved to support
regeneration of nerve in peripheral nerve conduits [68]. Tate
et al. [32] examined the application of methyl cellulose as a
scaffolding material for tissue engineering in the defected brain.
Suitable thermogelation properties of methyl cellulose were
attained by manipulating methyl cellulose concentration and
solvent pattern. Methyl cellulose gel was shown to be degraded
very slowly in primary state but it was quite stable up to two
week times period, which proved that in situ gel-based scaffold
of methyl cellulose can provide long lasting support for cell
regeneration. Concentrations of methyl cellulose up to 8% were
still safe and did not cause cell death in primary rat astrocytes
or neurons at 1 or 7 days. Examining injury and methyl cellulose
grafting it was proved that the presence of methyl cellulose did
not enhance damage response and alter the pattern of gliosis.
All of their findings suggested that methyl cellulose is a suitable
nontoxic injectable scaffold for the reconstruction of brain
injuries. Stabenfeldt et al. [69] concentrated on developing a
thermoresponsive methyl cellulose hydrogel that has been
tethered with laminin-1 (LN) for delivering cells and therapeu-
tics to damaged central nervous system (CNS). It has been
demonstrated that the LN tethered methyl cellulose hydrogel
scaffold promotes primary neuronal cell adhesion and survival.
Therefore, the designed scaffold may offer a reliable delivery
method to wonded tissue of CNS for transplantation techniques
of neural cell. Martin et al. [67] designed a thermoreversible
hydrogel blend system by combining methyl cellulose with
agarose that solidified rapidly under physiological condition
and might be utilized to support scaffolding and deliver therap-
eutic agents for directed neuronal regrowth via a damaged
location. For improved mechanical property and prolonged
stability, Stalling et al. [70] synthesized photopolymerized
methacrylated methylcellulose (MA-MC) hydrogels by chemi-
cally modified methyl cellulose with functional methacrylate
groups and photocrosslinked for reconstructive application of
soft tissue. Their findings demonstrated that the fabricated
hydrogel formulations containing MA-MC of higher weight
percentages had better compressive moduli than hydrogels with
less weight percentages. Therefore, the hydrogels with higher
concentration of MA-MC were able to retain their shape with
minimal degradation and swelling. The substances exhibited
no cytotoxicity in any of the evaluated formulations and rela-
tively small inflammation. All of these traits suggested that the
hydrogel may be used for soft tissue restoration. Tang et al.
[71] researched the characteristics of a thermoreversible inject-
able hydrogel consisting of chitosan (CS), methyl cellulose
(MC) and salts mixture for employing as a synthetic three-
dimensional tissue engineering matrix. The application of the
CS/MC/Na3PO4 hydrogel as a scaffold for cartilage cells led
to excellent cell survival as well as proliferation. For the purpose
of augmentation and reconstruction of soft tissue, Gold et al.
[72] also synthesized methacrylate functional groups modified
methyl cellulose and used redox-initiation scheme of polymeri-

zation to fabricate hydrogels having adjustable properties
comparable to soft tissue. The fabricated hydrogel provides
appropriate gelation which make it simple to inject, complete
degradation through enzymes and cytocompatible character
which are relevant for clinical research. In order to deliver stem
cells to skin wounds via injection, Kim et al. [73] presented a
thermoresponsive hydrogel made of soluble extracellular matrix
(sECM) and methyl cellulose. The sECM-MC formulation
showed a rapid hydrogel formation at physiological tempera-
ture. According to their findings, sECM-MC hydrogels not only
offered a cell niche which maintained cell shape and improved
viability and engraftment of stem cell but also provided bio-
logical hint to accelerate regeneration of injured tissue without
creating any significant cytotoxic effect. Zhuo et al. [65] devel-
oped an injectable hyaluronan-methyl cellulose (HAMC)
composite hydrogel that was crosslinked with PEG for the goal
of creating a scaffold for neural tissue reconstruction. The
HAMC was in a sol state at room temperature, making it simple
to inject, cytocompatable, biodegradable and capable of quickly
forming in situ gels to take on the shape needed for injured
tissue. PEG additionally improved the rheological characteristics
as well as stability of the hydrogel composite through its impact
of cross-linking to methyl cellulose that may effectively extend
the residence duration of this hydrogel. Kim et al. [74] intro-
duced calcium phosphate nanoparticles (CaP NPs) containing
methyl cellulose composite hydrogel (MC-CaP NPs) as injec-
table scaffold for bone tissue engineering. The methyl cellulose
gels at physiological temperature due to the salt-out action
caused by the precursor salts. The proposed hydrogel was proved
to be appropriate in terms of injectability, biocompatibility
and capacity to speed up the regeneration of new and mature
bone. A thermosensitive injectable scaffold made of nanotai-
lored hyaluronic acid modified methyl cellulose (nHAMC)
has recently been developed by Das et al. [75] to encourage
regeneration of cells by permitting fast cellular activity. Incor-
porating nanotailored hyaluronic acid reduced the demand for
high salt content in order to lower the gelling temperature and
effectively boosted the gel strength and decreased the gel disso-
lution rate of nHAMC compared to methyl cellulose blend con-
taining methyl cellulose and hyaluronic acid. In the presence
of nanotailored hyaluronic acid, cytoskeletal actin polyme-
rization and wound healing rate enhanced in comparison to
methyl cellulose alone exhibit the slowest healing rate that is
shown by least number of protrusions and smoother cell surface.
Increasing the nanotailored hyaluronic acid concentration and
lowering the NaCl amount gives the desired hydrogel scaffold
cyto-compatibility and hemo-compatibility [75].

Fattahpour et al. [76] developed the hydrogels of carboxy-
methyl chitosan (CMC), methylcellulose (MC), pluronic (P)
and zinc chloride. Meloxicam loaded into nanoparticles was
encapsulated into the hydrogel. Methyl cellulose was used to
reinforce the mechanical property of CMC based scaffold and
pluronic for dispersion of nanoparticles. Zinc ions were chosen
for their ability to crosslink hydrogels, promote proliferation
of chondrocyte and have antibacterial properties. This nano-
particle encapsulated hydrogel may be appropriate as a novel
scaffold biomaterial for the regeneration of cartilage tissue
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due to its good biocompatible, bioadhesion nature as well as
the capacity to support proliferation and expansion of cell.
Sa-Limaha et al. [77] proved that poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-
g-methylcellulose (PNIPAAm-g-MC) thermoreversible hydrogel
can successfully act as an injectable 3D support for repairing
the articular cartilage tissue. There results proved that the encap-
sulated chondrogenic cell within the hydrogel scaffold retained
their viability and preserved chondrocytes behaviour as well
as phenotype keeping round shaped like morphology. Sajadi-
Javan et al. [78] fabricated a novel thermosensitive injectable
hydrogel scaffold for bone tissue engineering by combining
methyl cellulose and Persian gum (PG) and improved the gel
quality by adding halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) loading with
taxifolin (TAX). The hydrogel’s mechanical and biological
properties were improved by the addition of PG and HNTs
and when 1% PG and 3% HNTs were combined with methyl
cellulose, the resultant hydrogel was simple to inject, gelled
instantly after injection into body and provided the maximum
mechanical strength. Higher cell adhesion, cell growth and
gene expression were evident in the resulting hydrogel. The
presence of HNTs-TAX facilitated osteogenic differentia-
tion.

Cell sheet engineering (CSE) has been established as an
alternate strategy for tissue engineering in order to address some
of the issues with conventional scaffold-based tissue engine-
ering. The use of cell sheet engineering offers the benefit of
avoiding the use of biodegradable scaffolds that may have
issues with their in vivo degradation, such as a rapid rate of
breakdown, the production of toxic chemicals or an unwanted
inflammatory reaction [79-81]. Cell-sheet engineering is a new
approach that is scaffold free and suitable to regenerate cell-
dense tissues like corneal [82], cardiac [83,84] and 3D tissues
[85]. Cell sheet engineering (CSE) also develop smart surfaces
of cell culture that permit the culture of cell in vitro and the
intact cell sheets are detached by particular stimuli (such as
temperature fluctuation), retaining the gap junctions between
cells and the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins [86]. One
approach of CSE is to create a surface that responds to tempera-
ture, allowing cultured cells to be harvested as intact sheets
with their implanted extracellular matrix for use in tissue engin-
eering. This method avoids any enzymatic treatment for detach-
ment of cell sheet, which can cause cell injury and the loss of
differentiated phenotypes when used during harvesting of
cultured cells [87,88]. The ECM is still present on the basal
surface of the cell sheets, which allows for their immediate
transplantation into tissue beds or even their overlapping to
produce 3D structures, which resembles tissue [89]. Temperature
responsive hydrogels are used to develop the thermoresponsive
culture surfaces for the production of cell sheets. Okano’s team
[90-92] reported a unique method of CSE for reconstructions
of tissue by chemically grafting a thermoresponsive polymer,
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) over tissue culture
polystyrene (TCPS) plates. The cultured cells can be harvested
from PNIPAAm hydrogel-based culture surface as a contin-
uous cell sheet by simply reducing the incubation temperature
to 20 ºC as PNIPAAm hydrogel surface exhibit hydrophilic
characteristics at 20 ºC and hydrophobic characteristics at 37

ºC. The harvested cell sheets have been utilized for varieties
of tissue reconstructions, such as ocular surfaces, periodontal
ligaments, cardiac patches and bladder augmentations. The
entire grafting procedure requires a lot of time and complexity.
Chen et al. [93] developed a unique but simple and affordable
living cell sheet harvesting technique utilizing thermoreversible
hydrogels made of methyl cellulose. This approach involved
pouring aqueous methyl cellulose solutions in combination
with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) onto TCPS dishes at
ambient temperature, which eventually transform to gel at 37
ºC. The gel coated TCPS dish was further uniformly spread
with an aqueous neutral solution of collagen at 4 ºC for impro-
ving cell adhesion which over time rebuilt slowly and create a
thin coating of collagen (MC/PBS/collagen hydrogel). When
cells attained confluency, a continuous single layer of cell sheet
is developed on the hydrogel surface of MC/PBS/collagen,
which can be detached from the hydrogel surface by incubation
at 20 °C and liquefying the hydrogel. Results from the MTT
experiment showed that cells grown on the hydrogel-coated
surface were more active than cells grown on an untreated
TCPS plate. Once the detached cell sheet has been harvested,
the residual viscous hydrogel system can be reused. Further-
more, a cell sheet of multilayer may be cultured using the
established hydrogel system. One can employ the collected
living cell sheets to reconstruct tissue.

Thirumala et al. [94] established an improved collagen
layered methyl cellulose hydrogel approach for developing
the cell sheets, basically modified for working with adipose
tissue derived stromal/stem cells (ASCs) and for creating cell
of multi-dimension for the purpose of tissue engineering. The
uniformly spread bovine collagen above the methyl cellulose
hydrogel layered surface at 37 ºC extensively improve the adhe-
sion and growth of cell on the methyl cellulose hydrogel
system. This harmless technique of cell extraction utilizing
methyl cellulose layered TCPS dishes enables construction of
cell sheet of single or multilayere while retaining cell–cell and
cell–extracellular matrices. Methyl cellulose based thermo-
sensitive hydrogels was also used by Altomare et al. [95] as
temporary substrate for biofabricating cell sheet. In this case,
different salts like sodium sulphate, sodium phosphate, calcium
chloride or phosphate buffered saline was combined with methyl
cellulose powder of 2-12 wt.% for improving the preparation
procedure, for better regulation of the gelation temperature
and improvement of gel stability. No harmful release was
observed from any of the investigated hydrogels in in vitro
cytotoxicity experiments. Among all other tested compositions,
the hydrogel formulation made of 8 wt.% methyl cellulose
and 0.05 M Na2SO4 was found to spontaneously detach single
layer of cells that had been seeded previously on the hydrogel
surface as it undergo phase transition around 37 ºC. By using
the thermoresponsive properties of methyl cellulose hydrogel,
they were able to generate a cell sheet effectively and then
successfully separate it from the hydrogel surface without using
enzymes. For the purpose of cell sheets engineering, Contessi
et al. [96] also investigated the thermoresponsive characteristics
of methyl cellulose hydrogels. They proved that 8 wt.% methyl
cellulose hydrogels with 0.1 M Na2SO4 or PBS 20 g/L additives
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were specially promising for the application in cell sheet engin-
eering, showing sol-gel phase transition around 37 ºC.

3D Bioprinting for fabricating tissue engineering scaff-
old: Bioprinting is a computer-based processes by which tissue
like structures or organs are fabricated from living cell in vitro
in accordance with preconfigured design [97]. In this process,
cell or biomaterials are deposited layer by layer to create bio-
inks. 3D printing may be laser-based, inkjet-based, valve based
or extrusion based. The last one has drawn greater interest for
fabricating solid tissue engineering scaffold due to its capability
to print highly viscous bio-ink having high density of cell [98-
100]. The bio-fabrication process improving parameters may
create negative impact on biological condition and therefore
limited the clinical usages of 3D printed product. Biocom-
patibility, variable gelation, viscoelastic and shear-thinning
properties are the fundamental needs for 3D bioprinting [101].
Hydrogels are considered as appropriate material for bio-inks
for 3D bioprinting due to their capacity to mimic the tissue
environment and control cell fate. From the aspect of printable
capacity, a hydrogel must possess the following characteristics:
(i) Sufficient shear-thinning property that maintain potentiality
of cell by protecting them against excessive shear stress during
extrusion, which assist bioprinting [102]; (ii) excellent recover-
ability, allowing bioink to regain its original viscosity after
printing [103]; (iii) adequate mechanical strength to support
the weight of printed structure; (iv) hydrogels and the degraded
byproducts must be biocompatible and non-toxic; (v) rapid
post cross-linking ability for providing stability in biological
media; and (vi) good printability (flowability) during printing
and achieve good resolution for printed construct

It is apparent that hydrogels of one component cannot
simultaneously meet all of the aforementioned needs due to
the fact that most suffer from inadequate mechanical strength
and an inappropriate disintegration rate in comparison to local
tissues [104]. In light of this, hydrogel composites appear to
be an effective way for imposing many capabilities to a bioink.
The use of thermoreversible hydrogel is being investigated
for use in bioprinting since (i) the sol-gel state can be easily
tuned by altering temperature; (ii) it may be quickly printed
or extruded with excellent shape fidelity; and (iii) fast gelation
allows for outstanding resolution [104]. Furthermore, a number
of hydrogels also offer favourable cell compatibility. Recently,
hydrogels based on methyl cellulose have been used in 3D
bioprinting due to methyl cellulose’s special ability to gel at a
temperature between 40 and 50 ºC, which is close to physio-
logical temperature [105]. It could be used as support materials
during bioprinting. Moreover, integrating other hydrogels with
methyl cellulose for tissue engineering applications are also
possible [106,107]. Although methyl cellulose is non-toxic,
biocompatible and thixotropic in nature but its application in
3D bioprinting has been constrained by its week mechanical
characteristics and absence of post cross-linking capability.
Methyl cellulose-based hydrogel is applied for 3D bioprinting
only in a few research [108-110]. In these investigations, the
hydrogels based on methyl cellulose were productively printed
into 3D constructions having regulated size and shape by adjus-
ting the parameters of 3D printing. Even though the printed

hydrogel of methyl cellulose confirmed its cytocompatibility
however, it only showed transient stability for a period of 2-3
days after being immersed in culture medium. Due to this,
methyl cellulose is being combined with other viscosity enhan-
cing polymers in order to use it as component for printing.
Methyl cellulose has been employed in combinations with
alginate to create suitable inks for 3D bioprinting because of
their biocompatibility as well as stability of structure. For the
application of multicomponent methyl cellulose based hydrogel
in 3D bioprinting, a bioink of methyl cellulose/alginate comb-
ined system has been presented by Schütz et al. [111], where
alginate was functioned for post cross-linking in Ca2+ environ-
ment and the role of methyl cellulose was to enhance viscosity.
The resultant constructs were highly elastic and stable with
increased microporosity due to temporary occurrence of methyl
cellulose. The added methyl cellulose to the alginate solution
of low concentration significantly enhanced the hydrogel
material’s printability, which allows for plotting 3D constructs
with dimension of centimeter range with modified structural
design and of great shape fidelity. The combined methyl cellulose
based hydrogel material was also appropriate of producing a
cell-laden matrix with high cell viability which demonstrated
that methyl cellulose had no harmful effects. It has also been
proved that embedded cells retain their differentiation capacity,
which is a crucial condition for the development of useful tissue
engineering structures.

Li et al. [112] treated trisodium citrate, a chelating agent,
with alginate/methyl cellulose mixed hydrogel for applying it as
an effective component for 3D bioprinting. The added chelating
agent considerably increased the interfacial bonding between
the layers, enhancing the attraction between the printed layers.
The resulting hydrogel showed excellent extrudability, stack-
ability and extremely thixotropic properties that proved it as
an effective material for 3D bioprinting. Karavasili et al. [113]
reported on the invention of 3D printable alginate/methyl
cellulose hydrogel blended with bioactive ingredients for the
application of wound repairing. All the hydrogel formulations
were biocompatible and stimulated cell proliferation as confi-
rmed by in vitro wond healing assey. The 3D printed samples
showed sufficient moisture sorption ability, that are crucial to
balance moisture at the location of injury, while simultaneously
providing antimicrobial action against Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria. Rastin et al. [114] developed methyl
cellulose/gelatin methacryloyl (MC/GelMA) bioink having
excellent shape integrity and enhanced stability in biological
medium. Methyl cellulose was functioned as printing material
and GelMA was used for the permanent photo-cross-linking
in the condition of UV irradiation. Although the printed methyl
cellulose distorted and dissociated quickly within 2-3 days in
biological medium due to lack of post cross-linking capability
but UV cross-linked MC/GelMA bioink maintained its stability
for several months. GelMA improved rheological properties
of the system which caused the MC/GelMA ink to behave in a
self-supporting manner after printing. Numerous 1D, 2D and
3D constructs were successfully printed as a consequence of
the bioink’s exceptional shape integrity, which increased reso-
lution and printability. Furthermore, human primary osteo-
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blasts grown in the MC/GelMA hydrogel exhibited more than
95% of cell viability. Hyaluronic acid (HA)/methyl cellulose
(MC) hydrogels have revealed promising outcomes for the
applications of 3D bioprinting. According to Law et al. [115],
hyaluronic acid (HA) and methylcellulose (MC) containing
hydrogel (HAMC) is quick-gelling and printable that also has
desirable mechanical characteristics and cell viability. HAMC
may become a potential hydrogel for a range of 3D bioprinting
applications with further study. For 3D bioprinting, Cofiño et
al. [116] fabricated a self-assembled peptide (SAP)/methyl
cellulose based improved bioink. They used RAD16-I as one
of the most useful self-assembled peptide for tissue engineering
application. To increase the viscosity of the bioink and enable
3D printing of preset structures, methyl cellulose was added
to the RAD16-I solution. In presence of methyl cellulose, the
final constructs exhibited excellent structural integrity and
stability and presented higher cell viability even after 7 days
of growth of implanted cell. Additionally, the ability of the
implanted rat mesenchymal stem cells (rMSCs) inside the RAD/
MC 3D-bioprinted scaffolds to develop to the adipogenic linage
suggested that this unique biomaterial is suitabile for appli-
cations of soft tissue engineering. To enhance the structural
integrity as well as mechanical strength of methyl cellulose
hydrogel used as 3D bio-ink material, Shin et al. [117] synthe-
sized dual crosslinkable tyramine-modified methyl cellulose
(MC-Tyr), which exhibited outstanding printability and mech-
anical characteristics for 3D bio-ink. Using a two-step cross-
linking technique, the cell-entrapped MC-Tyr bioink was properly
extruded into stable 3D hydrogel constructions with great
resolution. The MC-Tyr scaffolds showed good cell viability
and cell growth in addition to great fidelity and integrity. Boonlai
et al. [118] investigated hydrogel based bioinks made of methyl
cellulose and κ-carrageenan of different concentrations for
extrusion-based bioprinting. Hydrogel’s physical characteristic
was successfully improved by using 0.1% w/w KCl which
promotes ionic crosslinking with κ-carrageenan. The mechanical
properties of the hydrogel were improved by incorporating
cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) of different concentrations. The
incorporation of CNC in the hydrogels resulted in the better
thixotropic behaviour and with higher CNC content better shear
thinning behaviour was seen that are crucial for extrusion-
based bioprinting. Boonlai et al. [118] proved that pluronic
F127 (PF) and methyl cellulose containing hydrogels offered
favourable characteristics for a potential 3D bioprinted material.
They have developed and investigated bioinks containing
pluronic F127 of different concentrations and methyl cellulose
of 4% w/w concentration for extrusion based bioprinting.
Thixotropic, shear-thinning behaviour and printability of
methyl cellulose and pluronic F127 (18 and 20%) mixture
were all excellent. When pluronic F127 was combined with
methyl cellulose, mechanical property increased noticeably.
The 3D bioprinted constructs of 18%PF/MC and 20%PF/MC
demonstrated more than 97% cell viability [119].

Conclusion

Over the last few decades, numerous studies have shown
that methyl cellulose based in situ hydrogel, both alone and in

combination with other materials may be successfully utilized
for controlled drug delivery and tissue engineering application.
Methyl cellulose-based in situ hydrogel system may perform
extremely well as a vehicle for controlled drug delivery to get
around many of the challenges associated with traditional drug
delivery systems. Removal of methyl cellulose gel is not crucial
after entire drug release due to in vivo swelling and dissolution.
Analysis of the crosslinking kinetics, rheological and biological
properties as well as cytotoxicity proved that methyl cellulose
hydrogel is very much relevant as tissue engineering scaffold.
Methyl cellulose based hydrogels are extensively studied as a
scaffolding substance for skin, muscle, bone, cartilage, blood
vessels and neural system tissue engineering and also been
proved to support regeneration of nerve in peripheral nerve
conduits. Methyl cellulose is also utilized to develop the thermo-
responsive culture surfaces for the production of cell sheet in
cell sheet engineering (CSE) which is an alternate strategy for
tissue engineering in order to avoid the use of biodegradable
scaffolds that may have issues with their in vivo degradation.
Most recent research have shown that multicomponent methyl
cellulose based hydrogel may be printable component in 3D
bioprinting due to its special ability to gel at physiological
temperature as well as its biocompatible, non-toxic and thixo-
tropic nature. In summary, it can be asserted that while in vitro,
in vivo and pre-clinical investigations have yielded encouraging
results, additional clinical trials are necessary to address several
noteworthy unresolved medical concerns.
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